
Sr GM NOC BBNW Circle  
Data Centre, 5th  Floor, 
Bangalore East Telecom Building, Lazar Road, 
Bangalore 
Phone: 080 25808890, Fax: 080 25808880 
 
To  
    The  Chief General Manager 
    ITPC Circle 
    Pune 
 
  No. Sr GM/BBNW/BG/Centraliesd-Billing/2011-12/    dated @ BG-05 the  24.9.2011 
 
  Sub:-Centralized Billing for bulk customers through P3 system-reg 
                        Ref-1 : Yr office ltr no. ITPC/CDR Project/meeting/2010-11/40 dated at Pune the  
                                  22.8.2011 
 
                       With reference to the  above cited letter,the P3 system shall be used  for  centralized 

billing of bulk customers in addition to the  VPN Billing. The  necessary modifications required in P3 

system are being completed and the same will be made effective for M/S Hughes customer having 

about 150 service ids. For centralized billing, the user-id will have a separate domain therefore there 

will be a change in the user name. The user names will be changed in P3 ( domain part of the user 

name only will change) on  00:00 hrs of 01.10.2011 and hence it is requested to kindly do the needful 

for issuing the instructions to all CDR SSAs and CDR DCs for  creating the centralized customers as 

decided  in the meeting as per reference-1 above.  The first centralized bill for all the active 

customers will be issued from P3 as a feed file to Gurgaon SSA for preparing the invoice and issuing 

it to the customer.  All the activities related to suspension and reconnection will be done by the nodal 

authority only .  

 

          In addition to the above,the details are also being collected for M/S Synoptics who has opted 

for centralized billing and the same will be completed after the successful completion of the  

centralized billing for M/S Hughes customer. 

                 

 

 

 

 

 



         The  detailed instructions will be placed in the bsnl intranet for information of all node in 

charges regarding the activities to be done by the individual SSAs and Nodal SSA please.  A separate 

letter is being sent to the customer informing of the above changes.      

 
 
 

 
(NCVL Narasimham) 
Sr General Manager 
BBNOC , Bangalore 
 
 
Copy to : 1. All CGMs of Territorial / Telecom Districts  for kind infn please. 
                2. The CGM,BBNW,New Delhi for kind infn please. 
                3. Sr. G.M.(NWP-BB) BSNL CO, New Delhi for kind infn please. 
     4. GM CDR Data Centre, Hyderabad, Pune, Kolkatta and Chandigarh for infn & n/a please.  
                5. The GMTD, Gurgaon SSA/ Kalyan SSA  for infn & n/a please. 


